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This week: what we said we’d do

Plan:

1 Investigate how well drought predicts famine & other relevant
covariates for a given country (For all countries — future work).

Well, we tried...

2 Construct a distribution for severity of outcome at each time
point (eventually by location — future work). Involves
calculating utility factoring in losses. We absolutely did not do
this.

3 Develop a decision-theoretic framework for when to intervene.
Sort of...
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Going back a step..

Can we predict drought?

1 What variety of options do we have?

2 How confident are we in these measures?

Positives:

Good rainfall and precipitation data, with decent future
forecasts.

Other data — good availability of African Rainfall Climatology
(ARC) satellite data (brownness of land), Water Requirement
Satisfaction Index, ARV data.
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Going back a step?

Can we predict drought

1 What variety of options do we have?

2 How confident are we in these measures?

Mixed

Hard to relate ’measures’ directly to drought.

Data which could be used are often estimates/yearly measures.

Hunger and undernourishment data — first is yearly, second not
just lined to drought.

Inflation or price index data — frequent data, but not always
correlated to drought.

‘National ARV Response Costs’, ‘Historical Losses’ ‘Simulated
Losses’ — Provided by WTW.
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Identifying when to intervene

Our main problem

1 How do we quantify human life cost?

2 Do we need to?

Not a new area of research, with plenty of philosophical,
psychological, statistical and policy research having been done.

However we wanted to direct our time better.
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The four situations

Aid given Aid withheld
Famine Correct Prediction Mis-

Worthy action response cost
No Famine False alarm Correct rejecton

Act in Vain No Cost



Model the possibilities... some actual maths!

We suggest the following loss functions:

L(Famine, Aid)=f(Cost of aid) + f((Severity - Possible
alleviation) x Allocation effectiveness)

L(No famine, Aid)= f(Cost of aid)

L(No famine, No aid)= 0

L(Famine, No aid)= f(Severity)
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Simulations: Modelling thresholds for drought

Simulate rainfall data, used as a proxy for dryness of ground.
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Simulations: Modelling thresholds for drought

Using this, WRSI index is simulated using rainfall from the last 30
days.
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Simulation results

At each time t estimate the P(passing action threshold before
timeT ).

At each t, can calculate expected unnecessary financial cost of acting
and human cost of not acting.
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Cost functions

We combine probabilities with cost functions to work out
expected loss [aim: to minimise!].

Cost of action involves both financial cost and humanitarian cost
of sending people into conflict zones.

Human cost of intervening — government reliability,
infrastructure, resilience, emergency measures, reliance on crops.

Note: Expert information to say how components of the cost
function should be weighted.
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Future Work

Incorporate expert information into cost function.

Translate into loss of waiting one more day/week
(financial/humanitarian).

Extend spatially, include regional factors within this model.
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